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COMMUNICATION

Durability testing of photoelectrochemical hydrogen production under day/night light cycled conditions

Dowon Bae,[a] Brian Seger,[a] Ole Hansen,[a,b] Peter C.K. Vosborg,[a] and Ib Chorkendorff[a]∗

Abstract: This work investigates long-term photoelectrochemical hydrogen evolution (82 days) in 1M HClO₄ using a TiO₂:H protected crystalline Si-based photocathode with metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) junctions. It is shown that day/night cycling leads to relatively rapid performance degradation while photocurrent under the continuous light condition is relatively stable. We observed that the performance loss is mainly due to contamination of catalytic surface with carbonaceous material. By ultraviolet (UV) light exposure, we also observed that the activity can be restored likely owing to the photocatalytic degradation of organics on the TiO₂ protection layer.

A photoelectrochemical (PEC) approach to convert solar energy to useful fuels or chemicals is highly appealing due to the fact that two processes can be integrated into a single device, thus potentially lowering capital costs.[1] While a wide variety of PEC reactions have recently seen great interest, direct water splitting into H₂ and O₂ remains a good benchmarking reaction because of the facile H₂ catalysis and the lack of any issues related to product selectivity. A dual absorber (tandem) approach, which uses a high band gap and low band gap photoelectrode in series, has been widely accepted to give the optimum efficiency in AM1.5 sunlight as previous modelling has shown.[2,3] This field has primarily focused on optimizing the photovoltage and current needed to split water efficiently, and these efforts have borne fruit with multiple works showing greater than 10% efficient devices.[4,5] Recently, attention has turned towards stability with most publications about devices having stabilities for at least 24 hours.[6,7] On the other hand, long-term durability tests (> 1 month) have been much more limited. Maier et al. demonstrated relatively low, but stable photocurrent under the HER conditions for 60 days in 1M HCl using a Pt-coated crystalline silicon (c-Si),[8] while a recent study by the Jaramillo group used a thin MoS₂ protected c-Si to show durability for up to 62 days.[9] While these long-term tests demonstrate steady state operational stability of these devices, practical devices will be subjected to daily day/night cycling, which will vary the potential at the semiconductor/protection layer/catalyst-electrolyte interface. Thus there is a need to understand how this cycling will affect stability.

When an electrode is continually photoirradiated the interface between the photocathode and the electrolyte is held at a constant potential, thus stability is only measured at that potential. However, when the cell is in the dark the interface potential switches to that of the liquid. If the surface potential reaches sufficiently anodic conditions in the dark, it could potentially oxidize the semiconductor or catalyst. If this oxidized state is water soluble, this will lead to corrosion.[6,10] Pourbaix diagram analysis can give an indication of where corrosion would be expected, but Pourbaix diagrams are based on thermodynamics and do not consider kinetic effects.[11] A real system could be kinetically stable even if thermodynamics indicate instability. Thus experimental work is needed to accurately determine corrosion rates.[8,12,13] Works by Young[12] and Bae et al.,[14] have shown that GaAs and Si, respectively, can be effectively protected at open circuit potential in the dark. However, cycling between two potentials can sometimes cause serious corrosion as exemplified by catalyst corrosion in the PEM fuel cells.[15]

In a previous study,[16] we presented a long-term photocathodic H₂ evolution experiment in 1M HClO₄ under continuous light at a fixed potential (Fig. 1a) for 41 days using a TiO₂ protected MOS-based Si photocathode with Pt nanoparticles (Fig. 1b, more details are shown in the ESI†). This study is a continuation of that previous study where we continue to analyse the same electrode by starting to cycle the electrode between light and dark conditions (with frequency of 12 hours light on/off, see Fig. 1a). The advantage of using this approach is that the steady-state stability of the device under continuous light is well characterized, thus allowing us to accurately isolate the effects due purely to cycling. In other words, we have taken the electrode from ref [15] that has already operated for 41 days, and then start to cycle it between illuminated and dark conditions. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2a. It shows the long-term stability (AM 1.5G with 635 nm long-pass filter, see Fig. S1) of the TiO₂ protected photocathode sample measured at a

Figure 1. Light illumination conditions (a) and schematic (b) of the TiO₂ protected MOS-based c-Si photocathode (p+-nc-Si/SiO₂/p-Si/SiO₂/n+ nc-Si) with Pt nanoparticles used for the stability experiments.
fixed potential of 0.4 V vs. RHE with both the continuous irradiation and the cycled irradiation. The 635 nm cut-off filter was used to simulate the red part of the solar spectrum under the assumption that the Si is used as a bottom cell in a tandem water splitting device. Figure 2a shows an initial degradation during the first day, which is likely due to adsorption of impurities, and then no noticeable signs of further degradation in photocurrent for the following 40 days. However, once the electrode was subjected to cycling in a 12 hour on/12 hour off manner, a significant instability in the photocurrent emerges. From day 41 to day 56 cyclic voltammograms (CV; -0.02 ~ 0.58 V vs. RHE) were recorded in between the on-off cycles. A close look (Fig. S2) at each cycle reveals that the sample partially regains the activity and then the $J_{ph}$ degrades quickly. From day 57 to day 82 the on/off cycling continued, however, cyclic voltammograms were not done in between cycles (except for a final CV at the end of day 82). Actually, the intermediate CA scans during the previous period (from day 41 to day 56) led to an increased degradation rate while some of the activity was regained immediately following the CV. The reason why the cyclic voltammograms could have an impact on the stability can be rationalized by considering the electrode/electrolyte surface potential in both cases. During illumination the device operates at 0.4 V vs. RHE. However, it is important to note that this is the applied potentiostatic potential, and not the actual potential at the semiconductor/catalyst interface, due to the photovoltage developed by the photocathode. The actual surface potential should be whatever potential the catalyst needs to evolve H$_2$ at the relevant current density. Since Pt was used as a catalyst, this should be very close to 0 V vs. RHE. Thus during irradiation the surface was slightly cathodic of 0 V vs. RHE, whereas when the cell was in the dark it was at a potential anodic of 0 V vs. RHE (since it was not producing H$_2$ in the dark). Thus, the applied potential differs from the surface potential by the photovoltage. As the potentiostat does a cyclic voltammogram, it can force the surface potential to be slightly more cathodic than 0 V vs. RHE. The cyclic voltammograms in Figure 2b provide further clues to the degradation method. The CV after 41 days is very similar to the initial CV indicating that our electrode is stable under steady state conditions. However, the CVs performed after the 52$^{nd}$ and the 82$^{nd}$ day exhibit a markedly worse performance in the Tafel regime (0.4 to 0.5 V vs. RHE) as well as a slight decrease in saturation current. The CV’s demonstrate that the loss in performance in Fig. 2a is primarily a catalysis issue rather than a light absorption issue. Previous works have shown that a poor fill-factor is indicative of a low amount of active Pt sites. Since this cell initially had a good fill-factor, this loss could be due to the physical loss of Pt co-catalyst or to deactivation by poisoning or contamination of the Pt surface.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (inset in Fig. 2a) revealed that the surface of the photocathode is partly covered with a thick bright layer, while the TiO$_2$ in other areas is well preserved. The XPS spectra from the sample right after the Pt photodeposition via reduction of the Pt-dihydrogen dinitrosulphatoplatinum(II) salt (Pt-DNS, Johnson Matthey) as described in elsewhere and the XPS after the long-term experiment (Fig. 3a) shows no obvious peak from the elemental SEM image of the sample surface after the long-term experiment also can be found in inset. Zoomed-in image is the surface after DI water rinsing. Note that CA and CV data obtained under the continuous light were reproduced with permission from ref. [16]. Copyright 2017 by Elsevier.
Si (99.4 ± 0.3 eV) which corroborates the previous contention that Si is well protected by the TiO₂. An interesting feature is that the carbon peak showed a drastic change after the long-term experiment. In particular, the C_{sub} (C bonded to the substrate, i.e. C:Ti) was significantly increased is carbon bonded to the substrate (Fig. 3b), while other peaks (Fig. 3c and d) especially Pt reduced significantly. The XPS survey (Fig. 3a) and EDX analysis (Fig. S3) of these areas did not show any additional foreign species, but taken together with the increased carbon signal we tentatively assign the bright layer on top of the TiO₂ in the SEM to be carbonaceous material. It is plausible that the decomposition of the epoxy sealant (probably forming vinyl radicals) in harsh acidic condition and led to the carbon contamination. The negative shift of the Ti 2p due to relative increase of Ti^{3+} peaks in the sample after the long-term experiment is likely attributed to the hydroxide formation by the presence of H₂O as described elsewhere. In the case of Pt 4f, decrease of the Pt^{2+} peak led to the slight negative shift and this might be due to reduction of Pt-DNS salt during a continuous reduction process (i.e., Pt metal formation).

In order to investigate the effect of UV light exposure, cells were first contaminated with adventitious carbon. This was done by taking a fresh photoelectrode and then doing 12 hours on/off cycling on it for 12 days using only red light (λ > 635 nm). The electrodes were then illuminated with white light (AM1.5) for 12 hours, and a CV following this test showed the contamination still remained. Following this test, the photoelectrodes were illuminated with just UV light (2 mW cm⁻²), the spectrum shown in Fig. S4) for 12 hours at 0 V_{RHE}, which produced a current of ∼ 0.2 mA cm⁻².

The CV curve after the UV light exposure (Fig. 4a) shows a remarkable recovery of the slope almost to that of the initial CV curve suggesting that the degradation in photocurrent during the CA measurement was not a result of damage to the photoelectrode. However, there is a disparity in saturation photocurrent (∼ 3 mA cm⁻² at 0 V) between the initial CV curve and the one after the UV treatment. This might be due to unremoved carbonaceous contaminants which can lead to parasitic absorption loss. XPS data in Fig. 4b confirms that carbon peaks were significantly reduced after the UV treatment, while the other peaks (Ti 2p and Pt 4f) in Figs. 4c and d) increased drastically, showing an opposite trend to that of measured after the 82-days test as shown in Figs. 3b-d. Formation of oxidative oxygen or hydroxide radicals by the activated TiO₂ under the UV light might decompose the organic contamination, such as carbon, as suggested by Hoffmann et al.

Taken together, these observations indicate that both the Pt co-catalyst and the photocathode itself remains well preserved without irreparable damage. The UV-induced performance recovery likely results from the photocatalytic cleaning effect of the TiO₂ layer as demonstrated elsewhere. It is worth mentioning that the CV after the white light (full spectrum) exposure on the aged sample showed no obvious change in the curve slope or the saturation photocurrent level (Fig. S5).

In conclusion, we have shown the feasibility of a highly stable HER both under the continuous and cyclic light conditions for 82 days with a TiO₂ protected MOS-Si photocathode. To the best of our knowledge, this is the longest reported stability for the PEC photocathode system, although it should be stressed that this addresses only ‘half’ of the water-splitting problem. We also concluded that the photocurrent loss during the long-term stability test is mainly due to carbon contamination. In addition, we observe promising evidence that contamination can be simply removed under UV light which is likely to be caused by the photocatalytic action of the TiO₂.
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Figure 4. CV characterization (a) of the photocathode before (0 h, grey dots), after 12 days aging (red), and after the UV treatment for 12h. XPS spectra of the C 1s (b), Ti 2p (c), and Pt 4f (d) are also shown with the deconvoluted peak assignments.
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